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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Fourth Day: Friday, November 3, 2017 
Post Time: 2:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 31-9-5-5—29%W, 61%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)HURRICANE FORCE: Slight cutback in distance works; gets pocket trip   
(#6)THE MONEY MONSTER: Gets needed class relief; won stake over strip 
(#2)RECKLING: Gets wheeled back off 7 days rest and drops for Asmussen 
(#7)ROSKILDE: Like the wide draw out of the chute; two-pronged drop 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-2-7 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)ALLIDOISDREAMOFYOU: Zero-for-11 in ‘17 but double-dip drop suits 
(#5)SOLVE: Steps up but barn effective off claim; aired in last race off shelf 
(#1)AWESOME THOUGHT: Good try for $25K at KEE; third start off layoff 
(#4)STRUT THE RING: Mountaineer invader moves way up over “off” strip 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-5-1-4 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#6)CALL ME: Love the stretch out around two-turns; on the drop for Cox   
(#10)DUBBY DUBBIE: Acts like he wants more ground; sharp 3F blowout 
(#8)DECISION TIME: Flattered by Schliffy’s win yesterday; “off” track a + 
(#2)BURTON: Improved on dirt and drops; should relish 2-turn stretch out 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-10-8-2 
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RACE FOUR 
(#9)MEMPHISINMAY: Exits a “live” race in Indiana; catches a soft crew   
(#1)AESOP: Has an affinity for the local strip; lateral class move suits 
(#11)NITE OF THE HUNTER: Back in for a dime; 8.5F beyond his scope? 
(#6)DUJAC: Set quick pace and caved on the drop in last; better on turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-1-11-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#10)KLASSIE CONNECT: Woke up on this class level two back; great draw   
(#3)KELLS: Wide trip in debut run in Lexington; much tighter this time 
(#1)LIPSTICKONMYCOLLAR: Huge class drop; blinkers “on” and cuts back 
(#7)PARKING TICKET: Will like the extra eighth; class drop biggest appeal 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-3-1-7 
 
 
RACE SIX—OFF TURF (8.5F, main track) 
(#5)P J’S AWESOME: Broke maiden at CD for $30K; moves up in the mud   
(#8)HANDY CANDY: Consistent, drops back in for a tag; handles “off” track 
(#9)ARCH REVENGE: Wide trip last time; nice win 3 back over “good” strip 
(#11)UP YOUR CASH: Lengthy vacation helped, but he’s better on grass 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-8-9-11 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#5)MY PEEPS: Handy filly is a perfect two-for-two under the Twin Spires   
(#1 POE)WAKI PATRIOT: Like the cutback to 6F; has back class advantage 
(#7)MRS ROCCO: Has never missed the tri; barn off to good start at the tilt 
(#2)HONOR WITH PRIDE: Beat next-out winner in dirt debut; tries winners 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-1(Part of Entry)-7-2 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#3)RIESLING: Gets a dream trip stalking quick splits; handles “off” going   
(#7)ROYAL ROAD: Sneaky good effort in debut run; improvement is likely 
(#2)TRIPLE KAPALUA: Barn wins at a solid clip with firsters; cost $100K 
(#6)MIZ K: Will have company on the front end; by Tapit out of G1 winner 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-2-6 
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RACE NINE—OFF TURF (5F, main track) 
(#5)SENTENCE: Turns back to a 5F trip, stalks a quick pace; sharp barn   
(#6)GILDED LILY: Improved off the shelf; love the surface change to dirt 
(#1)MELALEUCA: Speed, rail, and Jon Court; at her best on the weeds 
(#10)D’BOLDEST: In light and effective on “off” going; wide draw a concern 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-1-10 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#2)WILDWOOD KANTHAROS: Gets the pocket trip; love the rider change   
(#9)ALITTLECOMPLICATED: Won two of last three without front bandages 
(#7)LUCY B: Fleet of foot mare will have to fend off other front-runners 
(#8)LEANNE N SUSAN: Won 3-of-8 local starts; comes in fresh for Romans 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-9-7-8 
 
 
 
 
  


